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Thank you to all the people who have contributed to this edition.
Gundi Sheppard – proof-reader
Thanks also to our manager, activities director, coordinators and all contributors.
Please submit your ideas to Sharon Bruce by email with your name, address and phone number.
Always include “Newsletter” in the subject line.
Special thanks to Katie Hodsdon, Dana Cosby and Edith Bryant who keep posting pictures on the
websites that can be used in the newsletter.
		
		

Sharon Bruce
shardentm@hotmail.com

Prudy and Dave Hodsdon
The Florida sunshine has been wonderful bit it’s been chilly.
Here’s hoping it will warm up a bit.
February 6th Chuck Talbert is coming to the entertain. He
will be playing at the pavilion. Look for time on bulletin board
or to be announced at coffee.
February 7th Dave Peterson is going to be make sure we all
have great tasting pizza for the Super Bowl. We in the office
are hoping for the Green Bay/Bucs duel. Pizza is for the picnic
tables or take out no formal super bowl party.
Feb 19th Ted Holuma Pete, ventriloquist and comedian will
be at the pavilion from 2 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Along with horseshoes, shuffleboard we have bocci, corn
hole and ladder toss. To keep us all entertained.
Exercise class is Mon. – Thurs at 7:45 in the hall. Painting is on
Tuesdays at noon in the card room. Stain Glass is on Thursdays
at noon – 2:00 p.m in Ceramic/Stained Glass studio across from
the hall. Ceramics will be starting soon.
Breakfast every other Saturday. Take out is available. Hot
dog roasts have been put on hold for now. Hopefully to be
started later in the season.
For more information on events, days, and times contact
Prudy at the Activities office.

Bill & Lois Brimmer
Work continues on the drainage and electrical system
through out the park.
There is now a fenced in dog park located near the old dog
walk. There are bags and buckets to pick after your pet. So
please help to keep this a fun place for our pets.
Due to the recent death of one of our front desk employees
(Janet) there is a new employee, Bobbie. Please welcome him.
Olive Creek is getting a new drainage run off. Mike has
been doing a great job making it not only functional but also
beautiful.
Welcome back to our residents who went North for the holidays and the snowbirds that have arrived.
P.S. We miss our Canadian family.
Bill and Lois
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EDITORIAL

by Sharon Bruce
In Canada because of the cold weather and the amount
I was able to hang on to the ladder which was friggin cold.
of time people need to stay indoors it is not unusual for
My fingers were burning from the cold. My other arm up
people to experience seasonal depression or just feel down,
and I was hanging onto the siding for dear life. I was able to
especially in February. We often are sick and tired of the cold
wiggle myself free after a while. Still one leg in the window
and snow by this point. I know it is the month of love but
and the rest of body outside of window. I thought I should
most of us would love to see the snow gone and be able to
just try go back outside, but I was in a position that I could
go outside. So, in light of this I decided to print this article I
only do that if I went headfirst. I was about six feet off the
wrote a few years ago. Hopefully, it will bring a smile to your
ground so that was not a good idea. Oh, forgot to say during
lips and few chuckles.
the wiggling and pulling the ladder had moved over a bit
and was on one leg making it unsteady. I sat there contemNote To Self
plating if I should just wait till someone came along, fall out
Don’t wear just a nightgown when putting garbage out in
of the window and risk injury, or find a way to squeeze my
cold weather.
body through the too damn small window opening.
It was a frosty day. I went out to put the garbage at the
A man was coming to do some digging in the yard, but
roadside. Afterwards I discovered I was locked out of the
that could be hours. I imagined him coming and seeing me
house. The combination lock was not working.
stuck in the window with crap and pee running down my
Note to self: Put key for house in garage.
legs and asking for help. I have to say that I started to laugh
I sat in the garage for a while and thought about what I
very hard. I could imagine I was quite the sight. I think I may
should do after I rushed around to find something to pee in.
have been this way for about ten or fifteen minutes. I am not
I tried the door one more time. I tried the front door and of
really sure just how long I was hanging from the window.
course it was locked. After looking around at the windows,
I tried moving my leg that was in the window. Eventually
I realized I had not locked the bathroom window by the
I was able to get my shoulder and head in the window. I sat
back door. I got the ladder from the back of the garage and
there for a while trying to get my bearings. Then with a bit of
put it up against the house. After climbing up and trying to
maneuvering I got in the window and fell on the bathroom
figure out how to get into the window and keep my balance
sink. Once inside I sat down, after going to the washroom,
I knew I needed something more to climb on. I got the blue
and I roared. I could just see in my mind the sight I must have
recycling bin and pulled it under the window. Climbed up
been. Ten minutes later a delivery man showed up, and I
on the ladder and onto the bin. I attempted to put my upper
am so glad I was not still hanging out of the window in my
part of my body in (going in headfirst) but then realized my
nightie, sweater and slippers, with crap running down my
hips would probably get stuck...the window is not very big...
legs. So Note to self: DON’T DO THAT AGAIN.
Note to self: Lose weight. I put one leg in and tried to go
in sideways. My shoulders were stuck. With one leg inside
the window and head hanging outside. Now I was in big
trouble I had to go for a crap.

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY! May have many reasons
to smile and laugh this February.
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BINGO

FRIDAY MORNING
MEETING

Coffee and donuts at 7:45 a.m. Information meeting at
8:30 a.m.
This is the place to find out what is happening in the park
and any changes to scheduled events. All are encouraged
to attend.

RICE CREEK
HORSESHOE CLUB NEWS

Due to the Covid virus we have suspended our winter
season. Our first concern is for the health and safety of our
players and park residents.
We have done a lot of upgrades to the horseshoe pits this
year, including a refrigerator that has been installed in our
shed. It is stocked with your favorite beverage and they are
free of charge. We will try to have this shed open for your
convenience every day.
Although we have no horseshoe scheduled activities, our
members can practice at their leisure, at any time.
Horseshoe Coordinator Dana Crosby (508-981-4526)
Assistant coordinators: Vickie Elliott & Bob Hart

Every Thursday Nickel bingo is at 6:30 pm ...25 nickels, 5
dimes and 6 quarters is all you need for this entertaining
night.
The prizes are not huge, but it promises to be a fun night.
For more info contact Paul Albert.

We are so thankful for all of you that have
been attending Chapel.
We miss and pray for all you who can’t be
here is person!
Check out Rice Creek Facebook for our
weekly messages.
God bless you all in 2021!
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An oldie but a good one (submitted by Bunny Connor)

HOW THE INTERNET STARTED,
ACCORDING TO THE BIBLE

Please do not Google or check this with Snopes. They will
lie to you. Trust me!
In ancient Israel, it came to pass that a trader by the name
of Abraham Com did take unto himself a healthy young wife
by the name of Dorothy, (Dot). And Dot Com was a comely
woman, large of breast, broad of shoulder and long of leg.
Indeed, she was often called Amazon Dot Com.
And she said unto Abraham, her husband, “Why dost thou
travel so far from town to town with thy goods when thou
canst trade without ever leaving thy tent?”
And Abraham did look at her as though she were several
saddle bags short of a camel load, but simply said, “How,
dear?
And Dot replied, “I will place drums in all the towns and
drums in between to send messages saying what you have
for sale, and they will reply telling you who hath the best
price. The sale can be made on the drums and delivery made
by Uriah’s Pony Stable (UPS).”
Abraham thought long and decided he would let Dot have
her way with the drums. And the drums rang out and were
an immediate success. Abraham sold all the goods he had
at the top price, without ever having to move from his tent.
To prevent neighbouring countries from overhearing what

the drums were saying, Dot devised a system that only she
and the drummers knew It was known as Must Send Drum
Over Sound (MSDOS), and she also developed a language to
transmit ideas and pictures - Hebrew to the People (HTTP).
And the young men did take to Dot Com’s trading as doth
the greedy horsefly take to camel dung. They were called
Nomadic Ecclesiastical Rich Dominican Sybarites, or NERDS
And lo, the land was so feverish with joy at the new riches
and the deafening sound of drums that no one noticed that
the real riches were going to that enterprising drum dealer,
Brother William of Gates, who bought off every drum maker
in the land. Indeed he did insist on drums to be made that
would work only with Brother Gates’ drum heads and drumsticks.
And Dot did say, “Oh, Abraham, what we have started is
being taken over by others.” And Abraham looked out over
the Bay of Ezekiel, or eBay as it came to be known. He said,
“We need a name that reflects what we are.”
And Dot replied, “Young Ambitious Hebrew Owner Operators.”“YAHOO,” said Abraham. And because it was Dot’s idea,
they named it YAHOO Dot Com.
Abraham’s cousin, Joshua, being the young Gregarious
Energetic Educated Kid (GEEK) that he was, soon started
using Dot’s drums to locate things around the countryside.
It soon became known as God’s Own Official Guide to
Locating Everything (GOOGLE).
That is how it all began. And that’s the truth.
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LAUGHS, SMILES
and GIGGLES

Writer’s Corne
Red PT Cruiser
By Bunny Connor
I had a little red PT Cruiser. True to its
name and color, it was a real sweetheart.
That little car could almost turn on a dime,
it was a fast little car, or at least you felt
like you were going fast. With my heavy
foot on the gas, this was the perfect little
car for me. Oh how I loved that little car.
Alan and I had gone into Philadelphia to say goodbye to our
son Del. After a lovely day we started home, it was raining. We
were stopped at a red light on the Parkway, across from the Philadelphia Art museum when all of a sudden Alan reached over to
me and said “hold on”. He no sooner had it said than we were hit
from behind by a truck, this pushed us into a large van in front of
us. The impact sent the van into another car in front of them. Our
air bags exploded on impact, so we were kept safe and except for
all the white powder all over us we were safe, shaken up yes but
unhurt. When we tried to get out of the car, we couldn’t as the car
had collapsed like an accordion. The doors wouldn’t open. Why
the glass didn’t break I will never know. Strangers somehow got
my door open and we got out. I couldn’t even stand I was shaking
so much. Someone got me over to a nearby bench with Alan’s
help. Police came plus tow truck, etc. Del had been contacted
and he came and took us home.
As I said, we had been in Philadelphia to say good by. What to
do? We had auto train reservations in three days and no car.
What else, replace car. We called our dealer and he had a new
RED PT Cruiser on his lot.
New models coming in so not only did we replace the original
but we got a good deal, we now had a newer model and there
would be no problem going on the auto train. The new car was the
exact color as the old. Only thing different was originally we had
a five tract CD player. The new car only had a single tract player.
Didn’t notice until we were on our way to Florida, no problem,
we will replace. Wrong! Seems they don’t make them anymore.
Ok live with it, the passenger can change disc.
I loved the new car as much as the old, even more as we registered it in my name only. It was MINE!
By the next trip to Florida, Alan had passed and I drove myself.
From the auto train to Rice Creek, I heard “Trailer for rent fifty
cents, etc” for almost two hours as I couldn’t change the disc. No
way was I stopping along Route 10.
I was so sick of that song that I threw the disk out as soon as I
reached Rice Creek.
The end of my PT Cruiser was when Bill and I both pooled our
vehicles for a new Honda Odyssey which I loved as much as my
PT.

Submitted by: Bunny Conner

Have you ever thought anybody going slower than you
is an idiot, and anyone going faster than you is a menace?
*****
The statistics on sanity are that one of every four Americans is suffering from some form of mental illness. Think
of three of your best friends. If they are ok, then guess
who?
1.
		
		

Riddles
I come in many colors, from yellow to white,
But come Valentine’s Day, giving red ones is right.
What am I?

2.
		
		

With endless loops that wind and wend, I
represent love that will never end.
What am I?

3.
		
		
		

As a stone inside a tree, I’ll help your words outlive
thee. But if you push me as I stand, the more I 		
move the less I am.
What am I?

4.
		
		

Where there is light is the only place I can live. 		
Yet if light shines on me I die.
What am I?

5.
		

Forwards I am heavy, backwards I am not.
What am I?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Roses
Love knot
Pencil
Shadow
Ton

Riddle Answers

A VOLUNTEER IS
WORTH HIS WEIGHT
IN GOLD!
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Special talents
are priceless!
Call your local
volunteer services
today!
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MEANWHILE,
UP NORTH IN CANADA:

Please send your articles/input to Gundi Sheppard at gundisheppard1@gmail.com Put ‘Newsletter’ in subject line.
News from Timmins Ontario –
Norm Bruce
Things have been very quiet here in
Timmins because of Covid 19 restrictions.
We have been fortunate to be in the Green
Zone for over six months. This means it is
the least restrictive of the COVID-19 zones, allowing business to be open and 10 people gatherings in your personal
bubble. On Dec. 26th the Ontario Premier locked down the
entire province and we are once again keeping to ourselves.
By the time you read this we are hoping the lock down will
be lifted and we can get back to Green Zone living until the
vaccine is distributed in our area.
Summer consisted of golf once a week and briefly celebrating grandchildren’s birthday parties, which involved
presents and a piece of cake.
Sharon helped all the relatives and many others by making
masks and giving them out. I think she has made about 1000
masks to date.
My big home projects consisted of constructing a rigid
pipeline from my basement sump pump to the roadway
ditch. The pipeline works amazingly well despite minus 25
degrees temperatures. I attribute this to the high frequency
of pump outs and the warmth of the water pumped from
the sump which is located right beside our furnace.
I was also busy Installing an automatic standby generator
to provide full house power in the event of a power failure.
So far we have only had one power outage after installing
the generator. The generator worked as advertised and even
kept our internet connection working.
As winter rolled in, I parked my lawn mower and hung up
my golf clubs.
Realizing we would not be returning to Rice Creek this season, Sharon and I joined up for Seniors’ Curling. It has been a
lot of fun and gets us out of the house two days a week. For
some seniors that can’t get down in a crouching position to
deliver the rock, a smart guy invented a four-foot rod with an
attachment at the end that fits over the curling handle. This
allows anyone to shoot the rock down the ice sheet with the
correct turn and speed without bending over. It is similar to
shuffleboard but there is a lot of sweeping involved. This is
good exercise and gives us a much-desired outing.
At Christmas, the Seniors’ Curling Club had some draws for
crafts that were donated by the members. The money raised
(5000 dollars) was donated to the two local food banks.

I still occasionally fire up the
BBQ for steaks,
burgers, etc.
even under our
snowbound gazebo.
We are missing our R ice
Creek friends
and activities
tremendously
but are managing to keep occupied. We are looking forward to a safe return
in the 2021 season.
Greetings from the North - from Cathy and Bob Alexander
It has been ten months since our Prime Minister asked
(told) us all to come home. We sailed through the first wave
of covid but this second wave has seen higher numbers. We
all just need to stay home and hopefully with this vaccine
we can return to a normal life.
Back to us; as many of you know, our beagle Brier passed
away two years ago and for ten months Bob has been looking for a beagle pup.... I held
out that long. We brought
home eight-week-old Gracie on June 20. She has kept
us on our toes. So watch for
us walking in the park next
year.

Anyone that knows Bob
knows he always finds
things to do and being
at home hasn’t changed
that. He has fixed snowblowers, gone hunting this fall...
moose, deer and goose, helped a friend build a farm garage
(and it is huge) and he made some Christmas gifts for our
granddaughters and great nieces and nephews. He is in the
garage as I write this, rebuilding a metal lathe.
I have been tending to the dog...and Bob said this would
be his dog. My charity quilting group still met every month
but in a garage...social distancing. It was just great to get
together, chat and have a show and tell. We couldn’t sew
together, but we would take turns making quilt kits for each
other. Our group handed out close to 100 quilts last year.
When I am not chasing after Gracie I have been trying to get
some of my unfinished quilts done.
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When we came home from Florida, our middle daughter
asked us if we would babysit part time for them. Elizabeth
is an accountant and was in the middle of tax season. We
have loved the time with Violet who will tell you she is almost
4. She is excited that we will be home for her birthday next
month.
Our oldest daughter and her husband bought a house/
cottage here in Southampton in May. Our son in law has
been working from home since March and Meghan is on
maternity leave so they moved up here and have been here
ever since. It has been great having them in our “bubble”
and seeing and playing with the girls. We will be building a
few snowmen and maybe even doing a little sledding.
Stay safe
Cathy & Bob Alexander
JANE VACCHER - LaSalle Ontario
Nothing exciting has happened in
my life and I have barely been out of
the house. This is what I did do:
1. I drove a friend around the
county looking at the lights early in
December (John did not go). Good
thing we went early because we
went into lockdown 3 days later.
2.Christmas Eve we banged out
pots outside at 6pm, no one answered.
3. NewYears Eve I forgot to watch Times Square and went
to bed at 10 (I guess it was funny because Anderson Cooper
got tipsy). There was also a televised Ontario show that took
place at the Capital Theatre in Windsor but I did not know
about it.
From Jim Killingbeck,
Manitouwadge:
Happy New Year one and all.
This should be our year of hope:
hope that the pandemic will be
brought to its knees, hope that
we can all get together once
more, hope that life returns to
some semblance of ‘normalcy’,
one that’s acceptable to us all

whatever it may be.
This is not a cleverly devised Year End Newsletter. Basically,
just a few of the highlights follow.
At this time last year Linda and I danced the New Year in on
a crowded dance floor in Rice Creek. By January 27th Covid
19 was confirmed in Canada and less than a score of weeks
later we were given 10 days to return home totally collapsing
Rice Creek’s Arts and Crafts Show and ‘Spring Fling Gala’.
The trip north was different. There were no restaurants,
takeout food only to bring back to our hotels...and so on.

Summer here provided a hiatus before my frigging knee
replacement on September 10th. Boy did things change
for the two of us then, but I’ll skip all of that for you, saying
only that we now are starting to see light at the end of the
tunnel.
We were not able
to visit the Kincardine
and White River clans
as readily as before,
but thankfully, we have
been blessed by having Will, Tonilynn and
Richard just around the
corner. On a daily basis
we are amazed at how
rapidly Richard changes. If we don’t get over
there, he’ll often drop by here for a visit.
It won’t be
long before
he walks. And
even if we’re
not there, and
Will is at work,
Toni is great at
posting Richa r d ’s m a j o r
mileposts such
as this. Will and
Toni are loving
parents, and
Richard...well he’s adorable. I love the way when he is tired
he just falls asleep even while being rocked on Nonna’s lap
amidst the din of t.v. & chatter.
So what lies ahead? If 2020 taught us anything, it is hard to
predict the future. Two oddly diametrically opposed things
are sure to happen, at least in this part of the country. First
the daylight hours get longer, yet oddly the thermometer
drops drastically despite more daylight hours. 			
And on the up side, the colder days mean clear blue skies
as cold air can’t hold as much water vapour. It seems like it
has been overcast here for months. Thus these alone are my
predictions for what lies ahead.
Hope your New Year will be great.
Linda and Jim
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3 6 To Think About…
5

7

(A Meditation story shared by Gundi Sheppard)
Many people have commented that this past year has
been a time to finish unfinished projects or try something
new that they have always thought about doing. Because
walking 10,000 steps a day had become too painful for me
and the pain was not improving, I decided to try Yoga to
deal with the pain in my hip. It has helped tremendously.
As a part of the Yoga app that I use, meditation was offered
for free until June 20121, so I decided to try another new
thing. The first story that was a part of the first session that
I tried was called “Releasing Your Cows” and I would like to
share it with you. It is a Buddhist story that appears on the
internet in several forms. Here is my version:
Buddha and a group of monks were sitting under a tree
eating their lunch one day. A farmer walked by. He was
visibly frustrated and asked the group under the tree, in
an agitated manner, “Have you seen my cows? I am so distraught for not being able to find my cows, I don’t know how
I can go on.” Buddha asked him what had happened and the
flustered farmer answered, “All twelve of my cows ran away
this morning, and to make matters worse, my whole crop of
sesame plants was destroyed by insects this year.” Buddha
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answered, “We
have not seen
your cows.
Perhaps they ran
Presented
by Puzzle
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away in the Sudoku
other direction.
” So, the
farmer went off in the
Puzzle
#V685SH
other direction in search of his cows. Buddha addressed
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by with
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the monks who
were sitting
himBaron
and said to them, “My
Rated:
Easy
friends, are you aware that you are amongst the happiest
people on Earth? You have no cows or sesame plants to
Rated: Easy
lose.” The lesson here, if you have not already guessed, is we
try to accumulate more and more in our lives and we think
that these “cows” are essential to our existence. In fact, these
“cows” can become more of an obstacle that prevents us from
being happy. Release your cows, become a free person and
be truly happy.
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Tips on Eliminating Fruit Flies

(submitted by Jane Vaccher)
Traps. Fruit when green doesn’t produce the same odor as ripening fruit.
Fruit flies go crazy for ripening bananas, which give off amino acetate. Vinegar and red wine also seem to be strong lures. Some big-box stores, such
as Walmart, sell small traps for catching fruit flies, but Jang says there are
numerous easier ways to solve the issue based on the three readily available
food products mentioned above.
He recommends punching a few holes about two-thirds of the way up a
plastic water bottle and adding ⅓ cup of a solution of water with 10 to 20
percent vinegar mixed in. The flies are attracted to the smell of vinegar —
hence the name — and will enter the bottle and get trapped in the water and
eventually drown.
Houzz user Norah Jackson suggests pouring some red wine into a ramekin,
covering it with plastic wrap secured with an elastic band and poking holes
in the top with a toothpick. The flies enter and either drown or can’t find their
way out and die. “I’ve tried other vinegars,” she says. “But nothing works as well
as red wine.” Doesn’t seem like such a bad way to go to me.
Urbana designer Ellen Crystal fills a jar with wine or vinegar and a touch of
dish soap, then covers it with foil and punches holes in the top. Houzz user
Melanie Zimmermann recommends pouring apple juice and vinegar in a dish,
adding a couple of drops of dish soap and replacing every few days.
A drop of dish soap in the mixture helps break the surface tension of the
water, Jang says. Sometimes insects can land on top of water and fly away
without sinking. Dish soap breaks the surface tension so they fall right through.
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INTERESTING LOVE
QUOTES

• Love is sometimes having to say you are
sorry.
• It is better to have loved and lost, knowing a good lawyer.
• Love that recognizes no barriers falls flat
on its face.
• Love at first sight is easy for the blind.
• You should be kissed often as long as
you use mouth wash.
• The course of true love is like a mazesome work their way through it. Others hit a
wall.
• Love is like the wind, it will blow you over
if you’re not grounded.

February 2021

WORDS TO LIVE BY

submitted by Jane Vaccher
1 hour exercise
2 liters of water
3 cups of tea
4 colours on the plate
5 minutes of meditation
6 songs that motivate you
7 minutes of laughter
8 hours of sleep
9 pages of a book
10 reasons to be thankful

Sealed With
A Kiss

Adopt-A-Manatee®
for Someone
You Love

GETTING TO KNOW YOU
By Linda Baxter

Floyd Anderson
Floyd won 2nd place in the
Florida state senior horseshoe
throwing competition held
in Clearwater, Florida. Floyd
explained that each state has
their own state senior competition for a variety of sports,
each year. This one was in
Clearwater, Florida. Clearwater has about 20 sanctioned
horseshoe pits. These pits are
all clay, not sand or shell, like we mostly have here. A few
pits are clay. The winners from these competitions go onto
a national competition. The state and National horseshoe
competitions have all clay pits. Floyd enjoyed meeting people from all over the country. Some players were snowbirds
and some fellow Michiganians.
Floyd was invited to participate in the doubles competition
at nationals this year. He participated in this last year for the
1st time. He explained that when they select the top player
and match them with the bottom player for competition.
They won first place. He was invited to join again this year.
Floyd explained that he has played for 9 or 10 years at Rice
Creek and has learned so much from the Rice Creek horseshoe players, both current and past players on throwing and
scoring. He explained that each person has their own unique
way of throwing the shoes. At the national competition level,
each shoe counts as a point. But this is not the case everywhere. There are tools that aid in determining points. At the
state and national competition, the rules are very specific and
there are officials to make a final ruling. The rules are strictly
enforced at the national level.
Horseshoes was a sport Floyd picked up when he came to
Rice Creek, now he’s winning state and maybe national competitions. We wish you all the best and bring that national
trophy home with you to Rice Creek!

1-800-432-JOIN (5646)
savethemanatee.org
Photo © David Schrichte
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44

31
45

46

49

38

39

41

24.
resolution
(abbr.)Addiction ditty)
13.Print
"Jane
____" (Jane's
25.
City
in
Poland
18. To a great degree

53

42

43

44

45

56

46

47

57
49

58

50

62

59

60

61

51
63

64

65

52
67

68

56

57

69

70

62

63

Across
66

67

1. Creep
69

5. Early computer name

70

10. Holiday lead-ins

14.
Castle protection
Across

15.
'It's ___ deal'
1. Creep
16.
Mother
of Helenname
of Troy
5. Early
computer
17.
10.InHoliday lead-ins
19.
party
14.Wild
Castle
protection

20.
___deal'
Sea
15.Asia's
'It's ___
21.
16.Ridicules
Mother of Helen of Troy
22.
pans
17.Frying
In
26.
Conflict
19. Wild party

30.
denizen
of 1814-15
20.Elba
Asia's
___ Sea
34.
flap
21.Coat
Ridicules

35.
22.Grating
Frying pans
36.
Potter's friend Weasley
26.Harry
Conflict
37.
displays
30.Orderly
Elba denizen
of 1814-15
39.
34.Sped
Coat flap

58

59

60

71
64

65

48. Bob Marley's movement
68

51. Longtime "center square" Paul
71

52. Napolean's downfall

54. Margaret Mead topic

57.
48.Ancestry
Bob Marley's movement
62.
game fish
51.Freshwater
Longtime "center
square" Paul
63.
up
52.Bulk
Napolean's
downfall
66.
in Marseilles
54.Mine,
Margaret
Mead topic

67.
apart
57.Come
Ancestry
68.
of "Grease"
62.Didi
Freshwater
game fish
69.
63.Bowed
Bulk up
70.
66.Signs
Mine,ofincollusion
Marseilles
71.
of Hollywood
67.Ione
Come
apart
68. Didi of "Grease"
69. Bowed

70. Signs of collusion

71. Ione of Hollywood

42. "___ Got a Secret"

31.
Roadmom
to Wealth" author Suze
26."The
Huxtable
32.
27.Incessantly
Prepupal phase
33.
28.Privately
"Avant"'sfinanced
oppositefilm
38.
Process
flour
29. Dead ____ Scrolls

40.
type
31.Tea
"The
Road to Wealth" author Suze
41.
(Ralph's horse on "The
32."Pie-___"
Incessantly
Sopranos")
33. Privately financed film
44.
Korean
38.South
Process
flour Pres. Kim ___ Jung
45.
astray
40.Go
Tea
type
46.
Car
issue
41. "Pie-___" (Ralph's horse on "The

49.
Rinky-dink
Sopranos")
50.
type
44.Battery
South Korean
Pres. Kim ___ Jung
53.
Hog
dialogue
45. Go astray
54.
covering
46.Wound
Car issue
55.
kin
49.Alas
Rinky-dink

56.
particle
50.Subatomic
Battery type
58.
enders, for short
53.Series
Hog dialogue

59.
I get
it!"
54."Now
Wound
covering
60.
Millennials'
55. Alas kin group, for short

61.
ending
56.Feminine
Subatomic
particle
63.
Compass
point betw.
S and SSW
58. Series enders,
for short

61. Feminine ending

63. Compass point betw. S and SSW

(solution on page 18)

39. Sped

61

64.
59.Cycle
"Nowstart
I get it!"
65.
chihuahua
60.Animated
Millennials'
group, for short

42.
Got a Secret"
35."___
Grating
43.
Logical
beginning?
36. Harry Potter's
friend Weasley
47.
37.Muscat-eer?
Orderly displays

26.
mom
21.Huxtable
Crystallize
27.
23.Prepupal
National phase
woman's org.

28.
opposite
24."Avant"'s
Print resolution
(abbr.)
29.
____
Scrolls
25.Dead
City in
Poland

53

66
55

40

13.
"Jane ____" (Jane's Addiction ditty)
9. Epoch
18.
a great
degreebrat
10.To
Kay
Thompson
21.
11.Crystallize
Conjugation target
23.
12.National
Verge woman's org.

51

52

48

33

36

50

37

55

32

47

35

48

9.5.Epoch
Have ____ to the ground
10.
Kaytime
Thompson brat
6. AM
11.
Conjugation
target
7. Int'l
lawyers grp.
12.
Verge
8. Band's engagement

36
23

5.1.Have
to the ground
Apple____
computer
6.2.AM
time City moniker
Crescent
7.3.Int'l
lawyers
Food
units,grp.
for short
8.4.Band's
Lettersengagement
before ://www

21
22

1. Apple computer

2. Crescent City moniker

16

19

29

34

54

12

25

20

54

11

16

22

26

10

21

14

26

Down

64. Cycle start

65. Animated chihuahua

43. Logical beginning?
47. Muscat-eer?
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EVENTS GONE BY
Christmas Golf Cart Parade

Was not as large as it usually is but many put a wonderful effort into making this happen. Thank you!

Santa came to Rice Creek.
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Luminaires New Years
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RECIPES

Cooking with Chef Wayne

Crispy Fish and Chips with Lime and Caper Sauce
• 1 lb cod fish
• ½ cup all purpose flour and rice flour plus extra for dredging
• ½ tsp salt and pepper to taste
• 1 egg white, lightly beaten with 1 tsp of baking soda
• 1 cup soda water, plus a little more if needed
• Oil for deep frying – oil to be heated to 350-375 degrees
• Lime and caper sauce
• ½ cup mayonnaise
• 1 tsp capers chopped
• 1 tsp sweet pickle relish
• 1 tsp honey
• 1 tsp Worcestershire sauce
• 1 tsp lime zest and juice from ½ a lime
• Pinch of black pepper
• 2-3 lbs of potatoes
Instructions
• Combine dry ingredients, add egg whites and soda water.
Whisk together just until incorporated.
• Wash and dry fish on paper towel. Cut into 4 oz servings
sizes. Dredge the fish in rice flour then dip into batter. Do
not drop into batter, hold on with tongs or fingers and sway
the fish back and forth in the oil for about 5 sec then cook
for approx. 5 minutes depending on the size of fish portion.
• Make chips and deep fry at 325 degrees until cooked.
Put on rack or paper towel. Turn fryer up to 350-375 degrees
and brown fries to your liking.
• Note: to make batter crispier use 2 tbsp wheat starch
(found at oriental markets)
Enjoy!

French Canadian Tourtiere (meat pie)
• 1 double pie crust
• 1lb lean ground beef
• 1lb lean ground pork
• 1 small onion finely diced
• 3 cloves of garlic minced
• 2 large potatoes grated
• 1 tsp of poultry seasoning
• ½ tsp of cinnamon
• ¼ tsp of ground cloves, nutmeg and allspice
• ¼ tsp of salt
• 1/8 tsp of pepper
• 2 cups beef broth
• 1 beaten egg
Instructions
• In a large skillet, sauté onions until done, add meat and
broth. Cook until no longer pink. Drain off excess fat.
• Add seasoning to meat mixture and cook for 30 minutes.
Add potatoes and beef broth. Cook for 15 min or until liquid
is absorbed.
• You can thicken the mixture by adding instant mashed
potatoes
• Cool completely
• Divide dough in ½. On a lightly floured surface roll out
crust. Roll out one piece to fit a 12” (bottom) and one to fit
a 9” (top) pie pan. Put bottom in pie pan and fill with meat
mixture. Place top on, flute edges brush with egg. Make
vent holes in top crust.
• Bake at 400 degrees for approx. 35 minutes. Let rest at
least 10 minutes before serving.
• Serves 8
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